Policemen are known to support colleagues who are the subject of criminal investigations. While we might expect guilty officers to defend each other, why do (otherwise) law-abiding policemen defend those who have broken the law?
INTRODUCTION
Investigations into unlawful police behavior inevitably confront the notorious blue wall of silence: Policemen and women are extremely reluctant to testify against their colleagues. In a similar vein, police officers accused of brutality or involved in questionable shootings are routinely staunchly defended by their fellow officers. 2 As has often been noted, this intragroup solidarity finds a counterpart on the other side of the law in the Mafia code of silence known as omertà. There is at least one important difference in these two protocols, however. Whereas the Mafia code of conduct involves lawbreakers protecting each other, the police code involves some honest policemen protecting criminal policemen, as well as competent policemen protecting incompetent ones.
3 This raises the question: Why do good cops defend bad cops? 4 At the individual level, an immediate answer is that there are enforcement mechanisms in place to encourage police solidarity. Officers who testify against other officers face a variety of sanctions ranging from a social shunning to a lack year.
10 Despite this, "two thirds of the nation's hospitals haven't reported a single adverse incident involving a physician in the last eight years."
11 According to a CNN&TIME (2000) investigation there exists a veritable white wall of silence in the medical profession whereby doctors do not report each other's (or their own) mistakes. This wall has its own enforcement mechanism. One doctor explained that "other doctors could put him out of business by refusing to refer him patients."
As with the blue wall of silence, the white wall of silence has its costs. There is the moral cost of seeing patients harmed. In addition, injured patients and their families may be more likely to sue for malpractice despite assurances that the treatment was appropriate, if such assurances are routinely given.
Not every group demands such loyalty. For instance, as far as we can ascertain, there is no comparable wall of silence among professors. Consider a professor accused of biased grading by a student. His or her colleagues might well initially react by saying that the charges are self-interested, that grading is a subtle process subject to misunderstanding by outsiders and that there is ample room for honest errors. These responses all mirror responses we might expect in the police and medical community to allegations of misconduct. Nevertheless, beyond this initial and superficial reaction most professors would not feel the compulsion to stand by a professor who appeared, in fact, to be in the wrong. To be clear, we are not suggesting that many professors spend their time rooting out irresponsible colleagues. Rather, our assertion is that if a professor chose to side with a student against another professor in a grading dispute, he or she would not face the opprobrium of uninvolved faculty members. There is no real academic wall of silence.
Of course, policemen and doctors are regularly engaged in activities that might result in the death or injury of another person, whereas professors are not. But what does this difference explain? One might well expect policemen and doctors to be more careful in distinguishing good colleagues from bad ones, not less careful.
Although there may be little pressure on professors to defend bad-acting colleagues, neither is there much pressure on them to condemn such colleagues. In contrast, the West Point Honor Code states that "A Cadet Will Not Lie, Cheat, or Steal, nor Tolerate Those Who Do (emphasis added)." Although this "anti-silence" stricture is, to a certain degree, dictated from above, it still requires the cooperation of the cadets themselves to function. All the aforementioned examples concern fixed protocols. On the other hand, the recent sex-abuse scandal involving priests has seen a shift in the Catholic church's attitude from tight-lipped to open.
We propose a model to address the issue of why and when "good" group members defend "bad" ones. 12 Our explanatory variables include the difficulty that outsiders have in judging group members, the difficulty insiders have in judging each other, the overall quality of the group and the level of certainty needed to punish bad agents.
A drug dealer accuses the officers arresting him of stealing money. Should these accusations be given credence? An unarmed man is shot and killed by policemen. Though the man posed no actual threat, was the shooting nonetheless justified? A patient dies during a minor operation. Was it poor luck or malpractice? Given the undesirable outcomes, a legal court may be called upon to determine the legitimacy of the actions, and group members may be asked to testify.
As the prisoner's dilemma illustrates, individual interests may deviate from the group interest to the detriment of all in the group. Discussion of codes of silence often focus on the mechanisms used to ensure individual compliance with group norms. In the present context, however, the appeal to the prisoner's dilemma is, at best, premature. When agents differ, it is not a priori clear what exactly is in the "group's interest." Identifying this group interest is our interest, rather than the mechanisms for achieving it. Accordingly, in our modeling we will abstract away entirely from the enforcement aspect of the problem.
We posit three different types of actors. At the bottom level there are the agents (e.g., police officers or doctors). The agents are of varying (action) types represented by a real number t, which we will take to be drawn from a normal distribution, N(a, A). Lower numbers indicate worse types. Thus, a very high-type agent could be a police officer who uses the minimal amount of force needed in a given situation, a moderately low type an officer who uses more force than is desirable though still an "acceptable" amount, and a very low type one who uses an unwarranted and illegal amount. Only the agent knows his own type. Note that we make no distinction between the quality of the agent and the quality of the agent's action. Thus, when we speak of the agent's type the reader can understand this as the type of the agent's action.
At the top level there is the court, which is unconnected to the agents. Although the quality of the agents varies along a continuum the courts have a dichotomous view: Each agent, or each agent's action, is either bad (illegal) or good (legal).
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A bad agent is one whose type is less than or equal to some value b. An agent of type t is good if t > b. The court's problem is to determine if the agent is bad or good, that is, to declare the agent guilty or innocent. The court has a distaste for convicting innocent people and will declare an agent guilty only if it believes the agent to be guilty with some minimal probabilityp ≥ 1 2 . We callp the standard of conviction. The court believes that agent types are distributed N(â, A), and this belief is a common knowledge. Although we will mostly be concerned with the case where the court's beliefs are correct,â = a, some interesting comparative statics arise when we allow for the court to misperceive the median agent quality.
At the intermediate level there is the group behavior, which we will refer to as the union. The union acts on behalf of the agents as a whole. For concreteness, we assume that the union, or group, acts in accord with majority sentiment, though for the most part the choice of this specific fraction is unimportant. May 18, 2004 19:47 CE: CSR: Given an agent, the court and the union conduct independent investigations and receive (conditionally) independent normally distributed signals c and u of the agent's type. For an agent of type t, the court's signal is distributed N(t, C), whereas the union's signal is distributed N(t, U). Thus it is possible, though relatively unlikely, for a good agent to send off a bad signal and for a bad agent to send off a good signal: Even a good doctor's patient might die (a bad signal), whereas a bad doctor's patient might recover (a good signal) despite a clumsy misdiagnosis.
The assumption that the signals and the agent type are normally distributed simplifies the analysis as the posteriors are then also normally distributed. The central limit theorem provides some justification for this assumption. However, the assumption of normals is not crucial. As will become clear, the essential property we use is that the signals can vary from informative (low variance) to uninformative (high variance).
The court's signal reflects publicly known information. The union's signal reflects two things: insider knowledge that fellow agents may possess by virtue of their intimate contact with each other and expert knowledge. Both these types of knowledge may be difficult to (credibly) convey to outsiders. Positive signals may be particularly difficult to convey. For instance, if a patient dies unexpectedly during an operation, a negative signal could be the administration of an incorrect drug or an improper incision, rather concrete signals. On the other hand, a positive signal could be the doctor's good reputation or an informed opinion that everything was done correctly, an opinion somewhat belied by the result. Or consider the fatal shooting of a suspect by a police officer. A weapon in the hands of the dead man, or "civilian" witnesses testifying that the suspect behaved threateningly are both positive indicators, but these would be part of the court's signal. A positive signal to the union might be the assertion from another officer that the suspect behaved threateningly for the officer's reputation in the department. In both the above examples, the positive union signals are difficult to transmit to outsiders, all the more so as there is a natural tendency to disbelieve positive assertions by the union that is, after all, acting on behalf of the agents. 14 We make the simplifying stark assumption that in order to be believed the union must establish a reputation for honesty, and that it can do so only by always truthfully reporting its signal, be it good or bad. Thus, we restrict the union to two possible strategies. A candid union truthfully reports any signal it receives to the court. An indiscriminate union reports that it has received an arbitrarily high signal, regardless of the actual signal. In other words, an indiscriminate union defends all agents with equal vigor. This corresponds to the wall of silence in its purest form.
The court must decide whether or not the agent is bad (t ≤ b). In doing so the court considers the overall distribution of agents, the signal it has received and the union's report. The court has rational expectations and knows whether the union is following a candid strategy or an indiscriminate strategy. Hence, if the union is following a candid strategy the court has access to two signals, whereas if the union is following an indiscriminate strategy the court ignores the union's report, effectively leaving it with only its own signal. 15 As an example of the latter phenomenon, Chevigny (1995) notes that in 1989 the Civilian Complaint Review Board in New York city reported that it "had never had a case in which a police witness testified against another" and that, presumably as a consequence, "investigators routinely gave little weight to police officers' stories when they corroborated the account of another police officer."
To summarize-Each agent emits two signals, one to the union, one to the court. The union either candidly reports all signals or indiscriminately supports the agents. The court then updates its beliefs in a Bayesian fashion and convicts the agent if the probability that the agent is bad meets the standard of conviction.
Suppose the agent emits signals u and c. If the union is candid the court has a posterior belief about the agent's type, which is normally distributed (see Appendix)
where is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal.
If the union is indiscriminate the court has a posterior belief about the agent's type, which is normally distributed 
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Let x be such that (x) =p. For a type t agent the (a priori) probabilities of conviction are
with a candid union and
with an indiscriminate union.
Note that the model is a static one. A selfish type t agent prefers an indiscriminate union to a candid union if P I (t) < P C (t).
r In principle, the median agent may be good or bad. The most interesting case is when most agents are good and so we assume that the median agent is good (a > b). We also assume that the court believes the median agent to be good:â > b. We remind the reader that in addition we are assuming that the standard of convictionp ≥ . In Section 3 and Proposition 7 we relax these assumptions.
r Although we mostly use the terms "union" and "court," the model should be interpreted more generally. Thus, in our leading interpretation the union is a proxy for individual behavior as dictated by the group culture. In addition to being a legal court, the court could be the "court" of public opinion, 16 or the police commissioner disciplining officers.
r We do not look for each agent's optimal union strategy; instead we concentrate on two simple strategies, candid and indiscriminate as these two strategies effectively capture the trade-offs involved in deciding upon the group behavior. This last claim is confirmed in Section 4, where we consider the unrestricted optimal strategy in a model with only two types.
2.1. Some Intuition. Suppose each agent cares only about himself, and to simplify matters, assume that the court's beliefs are correct,â = a. At first blush it might seem that an above-average agent (t > a) would always prefer a candid union to an indiscriminate one, since two signals provide more accuracy than one signal and the agent is better than the prior expectations about him. This would indeed be the case if this were a wage setting model in which risk-neutral agents were paid, say, their expected type. In such a setting, above-average agents, and 19:47 CE: CSR:
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BENOîT AND DUBRA only above-average agents, prefer a candid union to an indiscriminate one. 17 The situation is different here, however. The agent's expected quality does not matter, only the probability that he is bad. We now provide some intuition as to why even a high-type agent may prefer an indiscriminate union. There are two effects at work, a "prior effect" and a "standard of conviction effect."
First suppose thatp = 1 2
. That is, an agent is declared guilty provided there is at least a 50% chance that he actually is guilty. This is, of course, far below the "reasonable doubt" standard of a criminal court but it corresponds to the "preponderance of evidence" standard of a civil court.
Suppose that a > b (the median agent is good), and consider an above average agent t > a. As an initial step, imagine that the court receives no signal of its own-essentially C = ∞. If the union is indiscriminate, the court is unable to update so that its beliefs about the agent are just its prior, which is centered at a. The court's median estimate of the agent's quality is lower than the agent's actual quality. Nevertheless, this estimate is still good enough for the court to acquit with certainty, since there is less than a 50% chance that the agent is bad. On the other hand, suppose the union is candid. Since the agent is above average, in all likelihood the court's median posterior belief about the agent will be better than when the union is indiscriminate. However, the (small) possibility also arises that the union's signal will be so poor that when the court updates the agent is now convicted. Hence, an above-average agent, indeed all agents, will prefer an indiscriminate union. Now let us increase the accuracy of the court's signal by lowering C (from ∞). For very large C, in calculating the posterior the court places much more weight on the "good" prior a than on the random signal c. Thus, it is virtually certain that the agent will not be convicted with an indiscriminate union and so the agent favors this type of union. As C decreases, more and more weight is shifted away from the prior toward the signal; eventually an above-average agent desires the increased accuracy that an extra signal provides and favors a candid union. Now raise the conviction standardp above 1 2
. Suppose that, as it happens, the signals u and c are such that the court's posterior distribution is centered at r whether the union is candid or indiscriminate. Although the two distributions have the same median, the indiscriminate distribution has a larger variance. If p were equal to , however, the court is reluctant to convict an agent without accurate evidence. Now, even if r < b the court will not convict if the variance of the court's posterior is large enough. The fact that an indiscriminate union yields a larger variance than a candid union makes the indiscriminate union attractive to the agent. In general, whenp > 1 2 the imprecision of the indiscriminate union is a factor in its favor. 17 The expected average posterior of a type t agent turns out to be Note that whereas the court's utility is monotonically increasing in the number of signals, 18 the agent's utility is not necessarily monotonic. In particular, the agent's ranking may be no signals, followed by two signals, followed by one signal.
2.2. Individual Agents' Preferences. We will restrict our attention to the case of agents who are purely self-interested;
19 each agent seeks to minimize the probability that he is convicted. The first proposition indicates that, as one might expect, better agents favor greater candor.
PROPOSITION 1. For all parameters, there is a unique type T such that all agents worse than T prefer an indiscriminate union to a candid union, whereas all agents better than T prefer a candid union to an indiscriminate one. The cutoff T is defined by the condition P C (T) = P I (T).
PROOF. All propositions are proved in the Appendix.
Thus, if an agent is good enough he favors a candid union. Nevertheless, as the next proposition shows, there are always some good agents who desire an indiscriminate union. The reason is that agents who are slightly good, but below (the believed) average, want the union to rely heavily on the relatively favorable prior. All bad agents also desire an indiscriminate union.
PROPOSITION 2. For all parameters, all bad agents favor an indiscriminate union and some good agents favor an indiscriminate union.
We see that quite generally some good individual agents want bad agents to be defended (by the group).
20 However, we have a collective action problem where the behavior of the entire group, or union, is determined by the will of the majority. Since the majority is defined by the median-type agent a, when T > a bad types will be defended, whereas when T < a bad types will not be defended. More precisely, if T > a agents who emit bad signals have these signals concealed, whereas if T < a these signals are revealed. Hence, it is important to understand under what conditions T > a. We consider this in the next section.
2.3. The Union's Strategy. We now investigate how individual preferences translate to the group strategy as embodied by the union. We assume that the union's strategy is determined by the desire of the majority (though most of our results do not depend upon this specific assumption). Hence, if the cutoff type T 18 This follows from Blackwell (1953) ; in Section 2.4 we explicitly model the court's utility. 19 Thus, we ignore the "moral" costs mentioned in the Introduction. Since our model is static, we are ignoring the "dynamic" costs as well. 20 In Holmstrom and Costa (1986) and Zwiebel (1995), managers do not take a "positive" action, despite the fact that it increases expected returns, because the action also leads to a diffuse posterior on the managers' types. In contrast, some good agents in our model shy away from the "positive" candid action because this leads to a tight prior. Thus, despite a surface similarity, the reasonings are opposite. is greater than a the union is indiscriminate, whereas if T is less than a the union is candid. Recall that a > b. Therefore, when T > a the union defends bad agents as well as good agents despite the fact that bad agents form a minority.
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Criminal courts ask that a defendant be proven guilty "beyond a reasonable doubt." This requirement for strong evidence makes it difficult to convict an agent with an uninformative indiscriminate union, which is beneficial to the agents. Thus we have: PROPOSITION 3. Ceteris paribus, if the standard of convictionp is high enough then the union is indiscriminate. The fraction of agents favoring an indiscriminate union is increasing inp, and asp approaches 1 this fraction also approaches 1.
Consider the interpretation of the court as an employer who wants to fire bad agents. An employer that uses a highp is "employee-friendly" in that she is reluctant to decide against the employee. Somewhat perversely, the response to this friendliness is a lack of cooperation by the employees.
Medical doctors are trained for many years and must be accredited. One effect of this process is to temper the disparity in the quality of would-be doctors. As a consequence, one might expect the variance in the quality of actual doctors to be small. A small variance in the prior favors an indiscriminate union, as the court then places almost all its updating weight on the "good" prior.
PROPOSITION 4. Ceteris paribus, if the prior is precise enough, that is if A is small enough, then the union is indiscriminate. Furthermore, as A approaches 0 all agents favor an indiscriminate union. If A is large enough the union is candid; in the limit as A approaches infinity only bad agents favor an indiscriminate union. The fraction of agents favoring an indiscriminate union is strictly decreasing in A.
Policemen both good and bad may easily find themselves accused of improper conduct, 22 just as good and bad doctors may find themselves accused of incompetency. Furthermore, these accusations are often difficult for outsiders to properly assess. We can interpret these factors in our model as a large variance in the court's signal. When C is large and the union is indiscriminate the court places almost all its weight on the prior and has relatively little information on which to go. Sincê a > b andp ≥ Notice that Proposition 6 does not include a converse statement. Large U may or may not lead to an indiscriminate union, depending upon the other parameters.
As the court's prior becomes better, agents want the court to rely more heavily upon this prior, leading to an indiscriminate union. This is the content of the next proposition (note that, exceptionally, the proposition allows forâ to fall below b).
PROPOSITION 7. Ceteris paribus, if the court's prior is high enough, that is ifâ is large enough, then the union is indiscriminate. Furthermore, in the limit asâ approaches infinity all agents favor an indiscriminate union. Ifâ is small enough the union is candid; in the limit asâ approaches negative infinity all agents favor a candid union. The fraction of agents favoring an indiscriminate union is strictly increasing inâ.
The previous proposition concerns the perceived agent quality. The following proposition relates to actual agent quality, and is a consequence of the fact that higher types tend to favor candid behavior and the fact that the cutoff T does not depend on a.
PROPOSITION 8. Ceteris paribus, if the quality of the average agent, a, is high enough, then the union is candid. Furthermore, in the limit as a approaches infinity all agents favor a candid union. If a is low enough then the union is indiscriminate. The fraction of agents favoring an indiscriminate union is strictly decreasing in a.
Notice that increasingâ has an effect opposite in sign to increasing a. The effect of increasing a andâ at the same time is analyzed in the next section.
2.3.1. Downplaying the prior. Arguably, the legal system demands that jurors accord greater weight to the current evidence at hand than to their prior beliefs about the defendant. 23 This can be captured in a Bayesian fashion by requiring that the court use an "effective" variance λA, in its calculations (rather than the 19:47 CE: CSR:
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BENOîT AND DUBRA actual variance A), where λ ≥ 1 is chosen such that λA > C. 24 We say that the court's signal weighs more heavily than the prior when the effective prior variance the court uses is larger than its own signal variance.
Consider the effect of the overall quality of the agents when the court's beliefs are correct, i.e.,â = a. As the median quality of the agents improves, the indiscriminate union looks better and better relative to the candid union, since the indiscriminate union places relatively more weight on the improving prior. Thus, more and more types prefer an indiscriminate union. There is a countervailing effect, however. As the median type increases there are more and more high quality agents and better agents tend to prefer a candid union. When the court's signal weighs more heavily than the prior, the second effect eventually dominates. To see why this is so, suppose that the variance of the prior is very large, say infinity. In that case, increasing the perceived medianâ has no effect on the cutoff, since the court's beliefs do not depend on the prior, but just on the received signal. Therefore, only the second effect is present. More generally, when the effective prior variance is large enough the second effect is more important than the first.
As the next proposition indicates, the union is indiscriminate when the median agent is good, but not too good, and is candid when the median agent is very good. . Ceteris paribus, there exists an a * > b such that ifâ ≡ a < a * the union is indiscriminate, whereas ifâ ≡ a > a * the union is candid.
The next proposition indicates that if there is an indiscriminate union when the court's signal weighs heavily, part of the impetus for it must come from the court using a high standard of conviction.
PROPOSITION 10. Suppose the court's signal weighs more heavily than the prior andâ ≡ a. Ceteris paribus, there exists ap > 1 2 such that ifp <p the union is candid, whereas ifp >p the union is indiscriminate.
Suppose instead that the prior weighs more heavily than the court's signal. As Propositions 4 and 5 suggest, there is then a push toward an indiscriminate union. In contrast to Propositions 9 and 10, if A is small enough or C is large enough, the union is indiscriminate for allâ ≡ a > b and for allp ≥ 
Different kinds of events.
On May 25, 1999, New York City police officer Justin Volpe admitted to brutalizing detainee Abner Louima by inserting a broken broomstick into his rectum. Volpe pleaded guilty after other officers testified against him. Although these officers breached the wall of silence, apparently they were not subject to the usual sanctions from their colleagues (New York Times 1999). Several commentators saw this relatively unpunished defection from the code of silence to be the result of the reprehensible nature of Volpe's crime. However, from a purely ethical standpoint, it is not clear that sodomizing a detainee with a broomstick is any worse than, say, choking a detainee to death. Yet when New York City police officer Daisy Boria testified against her partner Frank Livoti in the choke-hold death of Anthony Baez, she was shunned by her colleagues and threatened with death; when Mark Virginia died while handcuffed in Buffalo, New York, only one officer out of more than two dozen police witnesses testified that he had been choked by a policeman, and the testifying officer was harassed. 26 We next consider a nonethical distinction between the first case and the last two.
When a man dies in police custody, claims that the death was the unfortunate result of a justifiable response to the man's actions may be valid, even if the circumstances make this seem unlikely. On the other hand it seems virtually impossible to imagine a valid reason for using a broomstick as Volpe did. 27 In our terminology, the negative signals sent out by Volpe had an extremely small variance-they 26 In the former case, Livoti was ultimately convicted of civil rights violations (New York Times, 1999) ; in the latter case the accused officer was found not guilty, despite the fact that the jurors believed an illegal choke hold had been applied (they were unconvinced that the choke was the cause of death) (Buffalo News, 1997) . It is worth noting that neither of the victims was a criminal; the first victim was arrested after a thrown football accidentally struck a police car, while the second victim was mistakenly suspected of buying drugs, when he was, in fact, lending an employee some money.
27 Indeed, rather than justifing the actions the defense initially implied that Louima had been injured in an act of consensual gay sex. However, there was no evidence that a consensual act would lead to the severe injuries Louima suffered or, for that matter, that Louima was in fact gay. 
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BENOîT AND DUBRA almost surely did not come from a good agent. Small C and U are conditions that favor candid reporting (Propositions 5 and 6 ). The suggestion, then, is that the group may adopt a more sophisticated strategy, where exceptional events are treated differently-candidly instead of indiscriminately in the above instance. We emphasize that we do not mean that, say, candor would be used when it appeared that the signal in a particular case, as opposed to a kind of case, happened to be accurate. For instance, an otherwise indiscriminate union would not reveal a bad signal in a case involving the death of a suspect if it appeared that this signal was especially accurate. Allowing this element of discretion itself would inevitably introduce a variability, increasing the variance of the signal.
The following statement by a lieutenant commenting on the above-mentioned Louima case is instructive: "Cops want to believe that their fellow cops could not be capable of doing such a horrible thing . . . But with the Diallo case, the reaction was different. Everyone was, 'Oh, that could have been me"' (New York Times, 1999) . In the "Diallo case" to which the lieutenant referred, an unarmed and innocent suspect was killed when four plainclothes police officers shot at him 41 times. Presumably, by "Oh, that could have been me," the lieutenant meant that a typical officer fears that he may be involved in what appears to be an unjustified killing, whereas he does not fear being accused of sodomizing a suspect. The statement emphasizes the difference in the two incidents. In particular, the death of a suspect involves the kind of noisy negative signal that any officer might well send, and where the wall of silence is most effective. Indeed, the fact that the jury refused to convict the officers of a wrongful death in the Diallo case, despite the apparent use of excessive force, confirms the noisiness of the signal. At the same time, it is not that one incident involved a death whereas the other did not which is dispositive-a police officer should not expect to be protected when accused of, say, murdering his or her spouse. Neither is the culpability of the officers pertinent, as reactions to the aforementioned choke cases demonstrate.
We note that a detective commenting on the fact that police officers offered incriminating testimony in the Louima case said, "In a situation like this, these guys coming forward and stating what they say, and being, honest, can only help the department," (New York Times, 1999) showing that policemen are aware of the type of cost/benefit trade-off to the wall of silence that forms the basis of this article.
Court Flexibility.
We have taken the standardp used by the court as a primitive. Alternatively, thisp can be derived by positing that there are utility gains and losses from properly or improperly characterizing an agent. Specifically, we can write Let p g be the probability that a given person is guilty. The court optimizes by convicting the person if
This then yields the standardp as
Given a fixed strategy on the part of the union the court optimizes by usingp as defined by (3) . However, the strategy of the union is not fixed; rather it is determined by the standard the court is using. Because of this, the court may prefer to use a different standard thanp in order to induce the union to be candid rather than indiscriminate. Presumably, the standard of conviction used by a legal court, be it criminal or civil, is exogenously given to it. Under other interpretations of the "court," however, the standard of conviction used can be freely chosen. For instance, employers can decide how much evidence they need to fire their employees, and the district attorney has discretion in deciding which cases to prosecute (being prosecuted is costly to an agent regardless of the ultimate verdict). We now consider the selection ofp.
As an example, suppose that e = 4(d + z) and y = 0. Then the court would like to declare an agent bad only if there is at least an 80% chance that he is indeed bad. Nevertheless if U is small enough and C is large enough the court will have a higher expected utility by announcing a policy of convicting all agents who are bad with, say, at least a 50% chance. The reason is that an 80% standard induces an indiscriminate strategy and the court's inaccurate signal means that it will not have enough information to convict many bad types. On the other hand, a 50% standard induces a candid strategy, and the fact that the union's signal is accurate more than compensates for the too low standard.
In a similar manner, an employer who wishes to fire any employee whose type is below b, may benefit from using a different parameter. In particular, when C < Aor U is small enough, lowering b increases the number of agents who favor a candid union. Under the opposite condition, increasing b increases the number of agents who favor a candid union.
3. THE CIVIL STANDARD Doctors who err, or who may have erred, are usually subject to civil not criminal prosecution. 28 In a civil trial, a defendant loses if "the preponderance of evidence" is against her. This "preponderance" standard is generally interpreted to mean p = 50% (or just over 50%). According to Proposition 10, whenp = 1 2 and the court's signal weighs more heavily than the prior, the group is candid, there is no wall of silence. This implication can be reconciled with the existence of a white wall of silence in at least three ways.
1. Jurors may, as a practical matter, require more confidence than the 50% implied by the term "preponderance." 2. Jurors may, in fact, weigh the prior more heavily than the signal. This will be the case if jurors accept that doctors are generally well trained and jurors are hesitant to trust their ability to evaluate doctors. As we know, small A and large C yield a wall of silence. 3. Group behavior may be determined by a submajority. When the court's signal weighs more heavily than the prior, a minority of agents (including some good agents) favor an indiscriminate union. If this minority determines group behavior, there will be a wall of silence. A minority might be controlling if worse agents, who face a greater probability of losing cases, are more intensive in their "lobbying" efforts. Proposition 10 does not then hold; there may be indiscriminate behavior even whenp = 1 2 .
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Of course, these considerations may also apply to groups other than doctors.
EMPIRICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
In this section we discuss several empirical illustrations of the model. Propositions 3 and 10 indicate that a low standard pushes toward candid behavior. Some support for this prediction is found in a research by Klockars et al. (2000) . They find a disparity across agencies in the propensity for police officers to report their colleagues' misdeeds. In particular, there seems to be a greater tendency toward candid behavior in agencies where officers feel there is a lower internal standard of conviction.
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Given that low standards of conviction favor candid behavior, it is interesting to note that the standard used for an accused West Point cadet is merely that it be "more likely than not" that the cadet is guilty. After all, the Honor Code injunction for (extremely) candid behavior on the part of cadets has the greatest chance of succeeding if this behavior is in the interest of the cadets themselves.
Proposition 7 indicates that low perceived overall agent quality leads to candid behavior. Consider recent developments involving the Catholic church. In the past a "clerical wall of silence," both on the part of priests and church leaders, has protected accused priests; 31 now the church has changed its stance and vows 29 Note that Proposition 10 is the only proposition that depends upon the assumption that the union behavior is determined specifically by a majority. 30 Based on survey data, the authors report a more forthcoming attitude in departments where officers expect more severe punishments for misdeeds. In personal communication, Klockars (2003) has indicated that those officers feel that, for a given amount of evidence, it is more likely that they will in fact be punished. 31 See, for instance, New York Times (2002). to be forthcoming in investigations. How can we account for this change? New revelations have indicated that the number of abusive priests is far greater than had previously been suspected. In effect, the perceived distribution of priest types has shifted down, leading to candid behavior (the wall of silence is no longer an effective strategy: Presented with little (additional) information people will now believe a priest to be guilty where they would previously have believed him to be innocent). Propositions 5 and 6 indicate that small signal variances push toward candid behavior. Let us return to the absence of an academic code of silence. Consider the grading process. There is a fair amount of arbitrariness in grading students. However, a typical response to a student's claim of unfair treatment would, at most, be a change in the grade with no penalty to the professor. Only repeated independent complaints would elicit any possibility of punitive action against a professor, and these are very unlikely to be made against an unbiased professor. In terms of the model, a signal is not a single draw (grading incident) but the average of n draws, resulting in effective court and union signals with small variances.
32 In contrast, with policemen and doctors even a single adverse incident may lead to costly legal proceedings (large C).
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Policemen face both a high standard of conviction and a court signal with a high variance, while doctors face only the latter. Consistent with this difference, the blue wall of silence is more stringent than the white wall of silence.
34
The model also has implications for settings quite different from the ones considered so far. At an abstract level, we have addressed the following question: When is it in the interest of an "object" that is being evaluated as acceptable or unacceptable not to have much information revealed about it, despite the fact that the object is, in fact, acceptable? The answer depends on the interaction between the quality of information and the rule the evaluator is using to decide on acceptability. One U.S. law school (not NYU) adopts the following policy with respect to potential employers. The rankings of students are not revealed to law firms (indiscriminate behavior) but are revealed to judges recruiting clerks (candid behavior). Our model applies to this situation as follows:
The agents are students and the court is the potential employer (either a judge or a law firm). The employer will not hire ("convict") the student if the probability that he or she is bad is greater thanp. Call (1 −p) the hiring standard. Presumably, the hiring standard is at least one-half, so that nowp ≤ 1 2 . The union is the law school. A reasonable model of the law school is that it acts in the best interest of the students who are good (as determined by each employer).
32 If x is distributed N(·, X) then
n has variance X n . 33 Similarly, a single sexual harassment accusation against a professor may have dire consequences and it would be interesting to examine professorial attitudes toward this type of complaint. 34 We note that while the morbidity and mortality conferences conducted at many hospitals would seem to reduce the variance of the union's signal for doctors, this reduction is mitigated by the fact that these conferences are explictly intended not as peer review processes. Indeed, Hobgood et al. (2000) find that in almost 60% of emergency medicine resident conferences, cases are reviewed anonymously.
Judges are more selective than law firms in two respects: they have a higher hiring standard and a higher notion of what they consider a qualified student to be. In particular, for the judges the median student is unqualified (â < b), whereas for the law firms (as a group) the median student is qualified (â > b). The following result explains the behavior of the law school.
PROPOSITION 12. Ifâ < b, all good students (and some bad students) favor candid behavior. Ifâ > b and the hiring standard is not too high then all good students (and some bad students) favor indiscriminate behavior.
TWO TYPES
Although the court divides the agents into two classes, we have considered a model with a continuum of agent types. In this section we briefly describe a model with only two types of agents.
Suppose there are two types of agents, good (g) and bad (b), with a fraction p > 
. Note that when c or u is close to 1 2 the signal is very inaccurate, corresponding to high C or U in the previous model, whereas c or u close to 1 indicates a very accurate signal, corresponding to small C or U. A strategy for the union is a probability with which to truthfully report a signal u g and a probability with which to truthfully report a signal u b . A candid union always truthfully reports its signal whereas an indiscriminate union reports u g regardless of its actual signal. Solving for the optimal mixed strategy on the part of the union (assuming rational expectations by the court) yields the following analogue to our previous results: We have provided an explanation for intragroup solidarity, and its limitations, within a selfish rational agent framework. This should not be taken to mean that we feel that bonding rituals, an esprit de corps, and the like are negligible factors. Rather, these may play a role in addition to the elements we have considered. Our discussion has focussed on people grouped by virtue of their profession, although groups are constituted on many other bases as well. We leave it to the reader to decide to what extent our arguments are applicable to these other groupings.
We have assumed that the behavior of the group is determined by the desire of the majority, although for the most part a sufficient assumption is that the probability that the group acts indiscriminately is an increasing function of the number of agents who favor such behavior. Even this latter assumption, though quite plausible, need not be true and one may imagine scenarios in which norms develop independently of the desires of group members. Nonetheless, it seems to us more surprising when a group develops norms that go against its interest than when it develops norms that go with its interest.
Recall from Section 2 the comment of the Civilian Complaint Review Board in New York city that police officers never testified against each other, leading investigators to ignore "the police officers' stories when they corroborated the account of another police officer." On the face of it, the quote reveals something a little puzzling, as there is an obvious sense in which the police strategy of not testifying is not working. Note, however, that it is one thing for the Review Board to ignore corroborating reports and quite another for it to rule against accused officers. In fact, as Chevigny (1995) notes, the Review Board used a high standard of proof and rarely sustained complaints against officers. Thus, despite the fact that the positive reports were being ignored, the indiscriminate strategy did "work."
In our model, the agents' actions are givens, precluding any incentive effects. Where the agent's type is a reflection of his or her skill this approach may be proper; it is only a first step when the agent's type reflects a conscious decision.
APPENDIX
In this section, we derive the results of the main body. When the union is candid, the court's posterior probability that an agent is of type t given the signals c and u is given by Expressions (1) and (2) in Section 2 are easily derived, so that a type t agent strictly prefers an indiscriminate union if 
This establishes Proposition 1.
Recall that x is implicitly defined by (x) =p, where is the standard normal cumulative distribution function. Writing x(p) yields x( . To see that T is decreasing in A, note that
Writing T = T(C), the limit claims in Proposition 5 follow from the fact that lim C→0 T = b, whereas lim C→+∞ T = ∞. To see that T is increasing in C, note that the coefficient on x can be written as
The first term is clearly strictly increasing in C, and the second term is as well since its derivative ). Writing T = T(U), the limit claims of Proposition 6 follow from lim U→0 T = b and
To prove that T is increasing in U note that the coefficient on x can be written as
where the first term is clearly strictly monotonically increasing in U. The second term is as well, since its derivative
To prove Proposition 7, note that in Equation (A.1), the cutoff T is linear and increasing inâ. To prove Proposition 8 note that T does not depend on a, so that very large a implies that almost all agents favor candidness, and conversely for low a.
To prove Proposition 9, first replace A by λA in (A.1) and write T(a). Since x > 0 whenp > 1 2 , we have that a = b ⇒ T(a) > a. Furthermore,
Thus, there exists a unique a * for which T(a * ) = a * , and T(a) ≶ a according as a ≷ a * . To establish Proposition 10 note that since x = 0 atp = 1 2 , T < a whenp = 1 2 and C < λA, and recall Proposition 3. 
